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MEMOIR 

SURVEY OE TMVANCORE AND COCHIN, 1816-1820. 

JOTTENAL. 

Thursday, 13f/i June 1816.—Left Madras at 11 r.H. and proceeded by Trippoloor 
to Manvillypoor (commonly called the Seven Pagodas), arrived at it at 8 a.st. and 
proceeded to Colonel Mackenzie’s Tents pitched on the Beach near an auciont pagoda, 
on a small peninsula which at some seasons of the year is washed by the sea. Trippo¬ 
loor is a populous village arid the streets regular, there is a pagoda on a small hill on 
the west side of it, from which the surrounding country is commanded ; crossed two 
very extensive plains, one previous to coming to it, and the other botween it and the 
Seven Pagodas; from the nature gf the ground, these plains form inundations during 
the rains, the country passed is overrun with low jungle and innumerable groves of 
the palmyra tree. The Seven Pagodas, from the numerous ruins of temples about it, 
and on the rocks adjacent to it, appears to have been a city of some note; the sculp¬ 
tures on the rocks and pagodas are neatly executed. Left it at 4 r.M., traversed over 
sandy hillocks and along backwater, and ealtivated fields of paddy to Sadras—a small 
town, streets regular, the old fort, which still exists, nearly on the Beach, with some 
European houses in its neighbourhood to the west of it; a fow families principally 
Dutch reside here ; left it at 7 r.ir., crossed an arm of the backwater, and proceeded 
through jungle and palmyras by some small villages ; crossed tho Palar river, a broad 
sandy bed with a gentle stream, scarce 2 feet deep to Vypcnjerruy, a tannah post; 
crossed the Allnmperva backwater, an immense shoot but not deep, passed several 
villages and choultries and arrived at Pondicherry at 10 A.M. on tho 15th instant. 
The country in general overrun with jungle interspersed with palmyra, in the 
vicinity of the villages immense sheets of paddy, being tho second crop this year ; in 
some places observed the villagers gathering in the harvest; for a great way on the 
right of the road are immense plains which are inundated during tlie rains; the sea 
at times discernible on the left; the heights, or, as they are called, the red hills, 
appear close on the right, covered with palmyra jungle and underwood. Pondicherry 
is the capital of a Trench settlement. The town is regularly built, and the streets 
spacious ; the European part of the town divided from the Black town by a ditch over 
which bridges are thrown ; it originally was fortified by a mud rampart which is 
now scarce discernible. The Parade, or place as it is called, divides the European 
town in two parts, it is lined with a shady avenue of Porssia trees as are also the 
roads leading from the town into the country, the most frequented is that to tho 
westward; these in general are very sandy; there are several country houses in the 
same direction, but a great number of them have fallen to decay ; tho one called Laws, 
is a beautiful octagon building from which there is a nice prospect of the red hills. 
A garden now the property of Mr. Jarrett is laid out in elegant style; a fino canal ami 

' a tank are worthy notice; on the road side is a building similar to the rampart of a 
fort, principally intended for walking; the out-houses are neat buildings as well as 
the stables magnificent, though now fallen in. The neighbouring country is well 
cultivated with paddy of which two crops are reared yearly; the environs and the 
Black town are shaded with beautiful groves of the coeoanut and other trees, from 
which a great revenue is yearly produced ; to the south of the town is a backwater, 
and beds are formed from which great quantities of salt is produced. 

28ih June 1816.—Left Pondicherry at 10 f.m., arrived at daybreak at Parana- 
rooty, a large but straggling village with a small spiral pagoda and a mosque; from 
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thence proceeded to Vurdachellum, the residence of the Judge of the Zillah, with low 
jungle, parts cultivated but poorly; left Vurdachellum at ll.P.M., crossed the river 
to Argum, from thence the road leads through an impenetrable jungle with gentle 

_ descents, and much confined, just admitting passage for a cart; arrived at Wuddi- 
"arpolam at 7 p.m., an extensive village with a large pagoda and irregular stone 
tank or reservoir which may be classed among the largest of the kind in India; the 
pagoda is dedicated to the god Shevoo; a Bramin of this place threw himself into 
the tank the day before and was seen floating this morning and taken out. Weather 
continues warm, strong southerly winds, cloudy towards evening. 

30th June 1816.—Left Wuddiarpolliam at 5 p.m., proceeded through an almost 
impenetrable jungle, road wide and good, to Vullangoody, a stone choultry and tank ; 
the village lies south-west of the choultry a mile from the road and seems to be a 
populous one. Weather warm, strong westerly winds. , 

1st July 1816.—Left Vellangoody at 4 p.m., crossed over heights at first covered 
with thick jungle, then brushwood, passed by some populous villages, and then over 
cotton heights to Cullagoody, a.large village and bungalow; crossed a ravine to it, the 
country about it uneven and rocky ; the people of this place very impudent and would 
scarce afford us with necessaries for money till compelled. Weather windy. 

2nd July.—Left Cullagoody, first over a rocky tract, then through an open 
country and some populous villages to Vellanoor, crossed a canal from the Coleroon 
and by some extensive villages and over wet ground to the high road, followed it up 
passing some outlets from the river to the north«bank of the Coleroon, put up in a 
choultry for the night, the country in the neighbourhood of the river in the highest 
state of cultivation. Weather clear and strong westerly winds. 

3rd July.—"Early this morning crossed the arm of the Coleroon to the island of 
Seringham, passed through the area of the great pagoda and then in the sight of 
several othersthe whole island appears to he divided in estates and highly cultivated; 
crossed the Cauvery to Tricbinopoly and then to the cantonment of Caeay tope. 
Weather cloudy and wind strong from the westward, had considerable difficulty in 
crossing the rivers in large wood flat bottom boats calculated to contain loaded carts, 
horses, &e., and would convey 300 passengers at a time; the river had just oome 
down and may be estimated f full. 

2t.h July.—At 12 p.m. left Trichinopoly; arrived at Mannaparra at 5 a.m. on 
the 9 th, the village contains a few straggling huts, and some ancient buildings now 
fallen to decay ; it was once populous and the residence of a Poligar ; the road to it 
is lined with trees affording shelter to the traveller ; from thence proceeded through 
a miserable poor country almost covered with jungle and through hills, a few huts 
the remains of populous villages and now inhabited by a few miserable people, 
suffering under fever, which has been raging for some years in this country and has 
swept away a considerable number of inhabitants, to Yera Madura, a populous 
village, with a mud fort now fallen to decay. Arrived at it at 7 p.m., and found the 
people inhospitable, not a soul shewing himself to render the traveller the least 
assistance whatever till compelled. Weather clear, and warm light wind. 

11 th July 1816.—Left Vera Madura at daybreak and proceeded to Dindigul 
through an open country, heights cultivated with dry grain, the low land with paddy, 
watered from tanks at this period almost dry; crossed two small rivers, the road 
lined with lofty trees all the day. Weather clear, pleasant and cool, light winds. 

15th July.—Accompanied Colonel Vaughan, Commandant of Dindigul, on the 
fortress, which is one entire rock, steps cut into it by which you ascend the line, 
a fortification strongly built, and is principally in the European style; there is a 
bombproof on the north, face capable of containing a regiment of soldiers but no 
use is now made of them. There are several reservoirs of water on it but most 
of them stagnant, the most clear and pure stream is just above the Commandant’s 
quarters which is now in a decayed state; the store-houses, once Hindoo temples, 
are on the very summit, several cannon are in the fortress but not more than two or 
three are on carriages, the lower fort is built of mud faced with stone, a very poor 
dry ditch hut is well defended by a glacis. The town is extensive and populous, 
the streets irregular with the exception of the principal one which is lined by 
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shops there was a slender mud wall surrounding it is now perfectly decayed, the 
gatew-ys built of more solid substance still remain; there have been many houses 
for the reception of gentlemen but the better part of them are gone to decay, and 
of those remaining scarcely two are hubitablo ; the largest building of this descrip-' 
tion lies out of the town to the north-east, raised by Mr. Hurdis twenty yoars ago; 
the out-honses of it are decayed and the dwelling-house will also soon dwindle if 
care is not taken to put it in constant ropair. Woathor warm, strong westerly wind. 

17ft July 1816.—Left Diudigul at break of day and proceeded to Amenaigenoor, 
a large but not populous village, there is a pagoda at the south extremity walled 
round and some cocoanut trees m the mclosuro; the road this day principally lined 
with banian, tamarind and other trees, a good road for carriages but is. much inter¬ 
sected by deep rivulets, which take their source on the mountains on the left which 
are both extensive and lofty; the table-land on the top is said to be studded with 
small villages, and fruits are to be had' in abundauco on it—unwholesome, as tbo 
eating of them is generally attended with fevers ; there is a large tank previously 
to arriving at the village, great abundance of paddy is produced under its banks; 
a thatched choultry for the rooeption of travellers in a bad state and would be the 
better for a trifling ropair. Weather warm, a passing shower at 3 mil., cloudy 
evening. 

18th Jain.—At 3 p.m. left Amenaigenoor, proceeded through a fine open 
country studded with villages and some tanks, the road good anil lined with trees and 
some extensive villages near it*gencrally thatched ; passed by Slminmanolloor, an 
extensive place, wot ground on the right, to the banks of tho V'igai; crossed it and 
passed on it to Madura, arrived at it at 5 l'.M.; weather warm. 

22nd July.—Madura is a very extensive fortress and may be reckoned around 
the walls, which is perhaps the strongest fabrick of the kind in India, about 3 miles; 
there are four gateways facing the four parts of the compass, tho thing most worthy 
of note is Tvimuluaick’s palace—an immense fabrick of materials and raised more for 
show than utility; the arohed roofs partake of the gothic ; it is now generally in mins, 
and the materials are taken away and used in raising modern buildings; the pagoda 
is an extensive pile of building and its area may bo estimated at a square mile, which 
is almost wholly covered with buildings. Trimulnaick’s or tho painted choultry 
is worth seeing, and a gateway novel- finished, begun by tho above person, is an 
immense vvondcrtul building, m the execution of which Trnmilnalek exhausted his 
treasuro. Gold, silver, brass and copper work is beautifully executed here ; lino cloths 
are weaved of diilorent texture aud worked with gold wire, which is also manufao- 
turod m great quantities by a race ot Moormen called Lubliais. 'I lie principal streets 
through the fort are broad and eleau, tho cross lanes confined and filthy, many of 
tho houses are covered with tiles, hut the generality is thatched; the Judge and 
Collector have their houses boautifully seated a mile to the eastward, near a stone 
tank, with a spire on an island in its centre, the whole boautifully flnishod; some 
fine oranges, coffee and bread fruit are cultivated by the Collector, Mix Peter. 

26th My.—Lett Madura at 11 p.m. and proceeded to Tirrumungalum road, iu 
general good, but was heavy owing to a shower of rain having fallen; forenoon fail- 
evening cloudy and light rain. 1 

27th July 1816.—Left Tirrumungalum at 5 a.k. and proceeded to Culpatty over 
a black cotton soil, road heavy and tedious; in the evening proceeded to Nuttamputty 
a distance of 24 miles, first part of tho road good, the lalter through thorn jmiHo 
and intersected by rivulets issuing from the western mountains ; weather in -'cncral 
clear. . D 

28f/i July 1816.—Left Nattamputty at 5 a.m., arrived at Shevillypootoor at 9 a.h 
a conspicuous village, and large pagoda, the annual festival being this day, the ear 
highly decorated—is to be drawn round the pagoda by tho people in the neighbour¬ 
hood for several miles round; the road in general good, hills close on the ri«-ht 
Weather cloudy, rain in the evening, westerly w iud. ° 

26th July.—Left Shevillypootoor at 5 a.m., proceeded through Baiahpooram an 
extensive village, houses in clusters and much divided, crossed several small villages 
and some nullahs and forest of palmyra trees, then plains of wet fields to Shevagerry 
elnitram, a choultry of some note, and a few straggling booses, a tank on tho rh-ht 









proceeded through the Annantapooram pass in the mountains to Cuddakerra, an exten¬ 
sive village situated at the foot of a rock, surrounded by cultivation of paddy and 
cocoanut, in a valley of the mountains; the pass above mentioned with the ascent and 
descent is about three miles, and will only admit of foot passengers, it is well wooded, 
and the teak grows in great quantities but of short stature ; on descending iB a forest of 
palmyra and a fine tank under which there is an extensive sheet of paddy; weather 
foggy, windy and rainy. 

nth September.—Early proceeded to the line of fortification near the village 
of Annantapooram, now in ruins as well as the wall demolished and appeared to extend 
from one brow to another, in length aboutj a Mile ; from, thence through the pass to 
Surruvully Muttom situated on the eastern side of the mountains which forms the 
limit with Ternevelly; returned by the above pass, surveying the path to the 
lines; it will only a'dmit of foot passengers,,; and bullocks not heavily laden, the 
ascent and descent being pretty easy, but ,‘the path is rugged from the immense 
quantity of rook in the ravines many of which cross it, the Hills are crowned with wood 
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Puddapurray early and proceeded to Perrincolunp; the 
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right of the road; the country from the river to the latter place is of an uneven 
surface and wooded ; crossed two cultivated vallies, the latter rather a broad one with 

■many lessor branches, there is a temporary timber bridge thrown across the nullah 
running through the latter which is very rapid during the rains. 

lilt April 1817.—Proceeded to Quilon this day on private business and returned 
at night. The road in general good but steep ascents and descents into the vallies, 
leads through thick hut low wood, which disappears on the Ittakcry river coming to 
view ; the country from the river to Quilon is almost an open plain excepting in the 
neighbourhood of the houses of the Nayres whose compounds are filled with eoeoanut, 
jack and other wood and which from some distance appear like groves of wood in 
their wild state; weather warm, rain at night. 

6th April.—Early this morning took a station at Ullavulpaurae, a rock on 
the summit of a wooded height and lying about half a mile to the south of the pagoda 
of NavoyeoUun; weather warm and sultry. 

7th April.—Early this morning proceeded to Cuccotepaurae, a distance of about 
four miles, along a narrow winding cultivated volley in low hills with scarce any 
habitations on its sides and but few cocoa or areka nut trees; asoeuded the rock 
at 8 a.m., took a station on it and returned by the difficult path by 11 a.m. ; weather 
warm anil rain in the afternoon. 

8th April—At 3 pi. left Navoyeolum, proceeded by a narrow difficult path 
through wood for about four miles, crossed a cultivated valley and ascended open plain 
heights, proceeded on the ridges of them to Poodaeolum, an extensive Nayre village 
with a broad open cultivated basin among heights, about the habitations are planted 
cocoa and other trees; weather warm. 

9th April.—Early this morning proceeded over plain heights as yesterday; 
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present themselves; to the north-east through an opening in hills a part of the plain 
country of Ternevelly is discernible; descended at 2 p.m, and reached Coiltapilly at 
6 p.m. ; morning foggy; weather sultry and warm. 

29th April 1817.—This morning crossed the river and proceeded by a good path 
to Wully-yaily, a large cultivated valley wit^ a few houses on its border ; from thence 
through high wood crossed a deep rivulet to Tavancote hill, ascended and toot a 
station on it, descended at 4 p.m. ; the Coiltapilly river winds north-west about 1| mile 
to the east of it, occasioned by a smaller river coming down, and a broad open wooded 
valley in a south-east direction looking towards Papanasum; weather warm and 
sultry; evening rainy. 

1st May 1817.—This morning left Coiltapilly and proceeded west to Yairoor a 
distance of about 10 miles, the way through high wood intersected by dry rivulets ; 
on approaching the latter place, in one or two places are to be observed a few waste 
fields long uncultivated from the alarm of elephants. Yairoor is an extensive village 
in the Nayre style extending about half mile, surrounded with wood, with an extensive 
cultivation to the north-east of it, the heights about it covered with open and low 
wood ; weather warm, intervals cloudy, rain at night. 

2nd and 3rd May.—Drawing uj> the reports of the last quarter; both evenings 
very rainy accompanied with lightening and lohd claps of thunder. 

ith May—This morning proceeded over a hilly and wooded tract intersected by- 
deep hollows to Codaeull hill, ascended it about 11 am. but owing to the inattention 
of the peon and the idleness of the people sent down to cut down the high wood on 
its summit was induced to remain on it to see the people, who were but few, cut down 
the wood; having sent the peon for more hands, remained all night exposed to the 
inclemency of the weather; heavy l-ain, thunder and lightening towards the close of 
the evening. 

5th May.—Remained on the summit till 2 p.m. in hopes-of further assistance, 
hut finding the peon not making his appearance, descended and arrived at Yairoor at 
5 a.m. where I met the peon just preparing with a few people to proceed to the hill 
without implements for cutting down the wood; weather warm, strong rain, thunder 
and lightening at 7 p.m. 

m May.—This morning proceeded through wood, crossed a branch of the Itta- 
lcerry river to Kavely, a few houses with extensive wet cultivation, inundated owing to 
the rains the preceding night, then ascending and descending low hills in wood gained 
the summit of Traymelloor rook, took a station on it and descended; at 3 p.m. heavy 
rain accompanied with loud claps of thunder and vivid lightening ; from the summit 
of this rock is another dreary prospect, nothing but woods and hills to he seen in 
every direction. 

Ml May 1817.—This morning proceeded again to Codaeull hill, which I quitted on 
tin 5th, as it will be observed, from the want of further hands to cut down the wood 
which ""a3 both 1°% an<J > ascended its summit and to my regret found hut a 
small portion of the wood cut away though four days had elapsed; the Parpatty, a mau 
who seemed fond of throwing difficulties in my way persisted in sending up but a few 
hands daily which required the labor of least sixty persons, the consequence was I was 
induced to relinquish this point and fix it as a secondary station, but previous to 
descending took a station on a small plain at the north end of it, from whence is a 
good view of the surrounding hills and country, one immense wood, and nothinglin the 

• shape of cultivation to be seen in any direction; weather warm, cloudy at intervals, 
some thunder and lightening. 

10th May.—Early this morning left Yairoor, proceeded through wood and crossed 
the Ittakerry river, descending it by a flight of steps to Unohull, the oapital of this 
sub-division and once a place of note, hut now the houses mostly in ruins save those 
along the sides of the fields, which are very extensive running from north to the south 
and along the west bank of the river; from thence ascended heights, passed through 
a street of houses, then through wood, ascended the rook of Naudkanypauroe, took 

A the station on it, the prospect from the rook to the westward and north is woody 
, tut divided much by cultivated Tallies, descended the hill (on which is a pagoda of 

f some note about three hundred paces to the east of the rock) to Perrawanoor, an 
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extensive village and much scattered, with a pagoda, the paddy rallies narrow but well 
cultivated, the country all round wild and woody; weather warm, rain at even. 

llih May.—Early this morning proceeded to Collaupaurae hill situated north of 
the village of Chuckrakull, first part of the road difficult descent, then along and in 
paddy cultivation, in some parts very extensive on both sides, with houses set very 
thiok, indicating a large population, to the foot of the hill; ascended it and took the 
station, on the hill is a rook with a cavity in it containing water throughout the year 
from which reservoir the hill takes its name; there is much teak grows on the top and 
sides but of short stature. The prospect to the south-westward is beautiful, a broad 
valley of paddy and fiat lands on either side walled in for dry cultivation, with groves 
of cocoanut and other wood, at intervals in which are situated the houses of the 
inhabitants ; returned by another and better path, while on the hill a strong shower 
of rain had fallen, filling the rivulets which were running down with great velocity 
scarcely admitting our crossing ; the morning warm, midday rainy, oloudy afternoon. 

12 th May 1816.—Early this morning prooeeded to Oomanoor, once a village of 
note and the head of a sub-division, along a tedious and circuitous path, near vailies of 
cultivation, then over an uneven and woody tract to Mulliah-mullay, a low and woody 
hill, all around it the prospect is one series of low chains of hills and covered with 
wood; having taken the station at 2 p.m., returned by the same path; overtaken in a 
shower which continued all night; weather forenoon Warm, afternoon rain and thunder. 

13fA May.—Early this morning again ascended Naudcany rock for the purpose 
of revising some of the angles, when on the point of descending I had a severe attack 
of bile, so that I could neither see or stand; in a quarter of an hour was well enough 
to descend without assistance ; weather cool and pleasant. 















21s# August 1817.—This morning ascended Alleant Mullay, but prevented from 
ring any angles till 3 p.m. on aooount of the incessant rain, and fogs hovering over 
e hills; at 4 p.m., having been exposed to the wet the whole day without obtaining 
proper observation, descended through a heavy rain, slipping through mud to the 
ove shed. 

22red August—Strong showers this morning at 10 p.m., it clearing up took 
opportunity of proceeding to the northward, explored the hilly country on both 







legs, the latter owing to the bites of leeches which are very numerous in all the 
forests in the high lands; weather cloudy and clear at intervals. 

16th September.—Proceeded in the evening to Poodoopatty, took a station on a 
mound ereoted near it and returned at 6 p.m.; weather clear and warm. 

17tA September 1817.—Early this morning proceeded to Ootampolliam, a distance 
of 6 miles 2 furlongs, ascertained the situation of the villages on the road, and took a 
station on the rock north-west of the town. In the afternoon proceeded to Tellicaud 
took a station on it, and then ascertained the situation of three villages well populated 
in the midst of extensive dry and wet cultivation, situated on the east hank of the 
Shoorly river; weather cloudy at intervals with rain at night. 

ISM September.—Early this morning for some distance proceeded through a 
thorny jungle, and on crossing a ridge of rocks into a plain cultivated country, to 
Combay, an extensive and regular town with a small fort in ruins to the north-west, 
in which the Polygar with his family reside; the country around it to the very base 
of the mountains appears as of cultivated, much of which yearly lies waste from the want 
of inhabitants to till the ground ; the weather cloudy throughout, rain at night. 

19fA September.—Halted to protract a few points calculated this day ; weather 
oloudy and rainy. 

20th September.—Proceeded to, and ascended the hill of Shallaymullay, took the 
station on it and returned at 3 p.m.; weather cloudy, rain at intervals with westerly 































COCHIN. 

10th March.—Left Pundalum, passed over extensive cultivated Tallies; the 
heights in general plain, some of which have inclosures ill which plantain, yams 
potatoes, &c., are cultivated. Ascended and took a station on Cottaooon, then over 
cultivation and plain heights hy Punnyvillay pagoda to Yalacolum, a very extensive 
hut scattered village; the road traversed this day in general good but stony, partly 
through narrow defiles,• the soil gravelly; weather cool and cloudy, rain towards 

11$ March.—Early this morning went over heights covered with wood and 
ascended Sherincoon hill, took a station on it and returned to my tent at 11 A.M., the 
country from its summit is one prospect of hills and vallies overrun with wood; only 
towards Yalacolum are several cultivated vallies, with groves of soopary, coeoanut 
and other trees, with houses in them at alternate distances on either side of the 
cultivated vallies; the heights being in some measure plain ; the day extremely 

12th March.—At 6 a.m. left Yalacolum and went on to Culliujoor, the road 
winding over stony slopes of hills through wood, descended to a 'narrow cultivated 
valley which it follows to the above place ; it is populous, houses much scattered, there 
is a pagoda at it, the surrounding country very woody with the exception of a few 
narrow vallies. Coeoanut and soopary aro very scarce in these parts. At 12 r.u. 
took a station on a small hill on the east; weather very warm. 

1 oM March.—At 8 a.ji. proceeded towards Ayrandone hill, crossed three culti¬ 
vated vallies between hills covered with wood and asoended tiro above hill, took the 
station on it on a black rock while the people wore cutting down the wood, descended 
hy the same path but returned to Oullinjour by a nearer road at 5 p.m.; weather 
excessively warm, cloudy at intervals. 

14$ March 1818.—At 8 a.m. proceeded to the north on slopes of low hills 
covered with wood, then descended to the cultivated valley of Coodloor, proceeded 
along it crossing the Culliujoor rivulet several times, then in wood : asoeuded 
Kasliampeuniy, a high rock, took the station aud returned at 4 p.m. ; the country to 
north and east of the rock is a continuation of hills and woods, up to the groat range 
of mountains; the only cultivation to bo seen from it is a part of the valley the 
roads lead through; weather warm. 

15th March.— Early this morning left Cullinjoor and wont on to Fntnapooram, on 
the high road from Quilon to the Arianeovil pass, once a very extensivo and populous 
place, as appears from some buildings, as a pagoda, palace, mosque, the., all running 
fast to decay ; near and on .each side of the road are a few houses, where customs are 
levied on all exports and imports; the Clulhuly river flows winding south-east of it, 
and is here a broad and deep channel; the country come over this tiny a scries of 
woody heights, and a few narrow vallies of cultivation with scarce any habitations, 
and but few coeoanut and soopary trees; the road good and passable for cattle ; 
weather extremely warm. 

16$ March.—This morning proceeded on the high road to Penala, a poor village 
with a wide cultivated valley ; the road in general good, but the ascents and descents 
steep, wheel carriages could not without much assistance pass with safety ; from 
Penala ascended the hills to the north-east, following the paths frequented by elephants 
and through wood, ascending and descending with much difficulty and fatigue; stopped 
at 4 p.m. near some ruins said to have been the village of Covarungooddy, near a 
majestic grove of forest trees with a small running stream ; on my way aseondad 
Vaiilapauray a high ridge and took a station on it; the whole of tho country from 
Penala is very wild, hut the woods in consequence yf the warm weather are thinned 
of their leaves and in some parts are very open,' but in tho vallies and along the 
streams they are evergreen and afford a cool retreat to the elephants during the heat 
of the day—they are said to he numerous in these forests and are often taken by 
means of pits dug along paths they wander on; weather extremely warm. 

17$ March 1818.—Very early this morning proceeded through high wood by an 
elephant path aud commenced to ascend Kycoonut hill, a conspicuous woody peak in 
these parts, reached tire summit at 7 a.m. and .having cleared the wood on the top took 
the station and descended at 1 p.m. ; rather hazy owing to tho smoke rising in the hills 
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from the burning of the grass and dry wood; at 2 p.m. moved on towards Penala by a 
very good and even path through wood and gentle slopes, this path is lined with pits, 
some fresh dug and covered; reached Penala at 5 p.m., and arrived at Putnapuram 
at 7 p.m. ; weather warm. 

18M March.—Induced to halt, no coolies being procured by the Provurty for 
conveying the baggage ; weather warm, evening cloudy. 

19fft March.—This morning left Putnapuram, the baggage partly in boats, as only 
a few coolies could be procured, crossed the river a couple of miles west of Putna¬ 
puram, aucl went into Puttaly, a very extensive scattered village with a pagoda of note 
situated on an eminence; the country passed over this day uneven and woody ; crossed 
a few narrow rallies of cultivation, inhabitants scarce, save a few of the Poleyin cast. 
"Weather warm, evening cloudy with thunder and lightening, rain at night. 

20th March.—Early this morning proceeded a second time and ascended Ayrandono 
hill, revised the angles taken on a former occasion, descended and returned by the 
same path, in general stony and rooky ; the country to the south of the Cullady 
passed this day in a high state of cultivation, the population consisting of Nayres and 
Lubbais; to the north billy and woody; forenoon warm, afternoon cloudy with much 
thunder and lightening. 

21st March.—This morning early left Puttaly and crossed the Cullady river a 
short distance to the west, low jungly Kills on its north hank, proceeding westerly the 
country wears a more open aspect, witli less jungle on approaching Munnaddy, an 
extensive scattered village situated on the right bank of the Cullady; at it are two 
pagodas of some note, on the north a broad well cultivated valley ; ascended Kunny- 
mullay, took the station on it, and returned to the village at 11 a.m. The forenoon 
warm, evening cloudy. This day attacked with unusual costiveness and a severe 
bowel-complaint, the first symptoms of it felt was the evening X returned from 
Kykoonut hill to Putnapooram. 

22nd March 1818.—In great pain and uneasiness the whole of this day. 

28rd March.—Went down the river and sailed down the backwater to Quilon, 
arrived at 6 p.m. in great pain. Doctor Hay saw me and prescribed medicines which 
I took at night, and felt relieved a great deal. 

24th March.—Very early this morning the pains returned and Doctor Hay 
conceiving it necessary to bleed underwent the operation at about 8 o’clock, which 
gave me instant relief and the pam on my side began to subside, continued weak, 
mending daily, when on the 1st April proceeded in a covered boat to Coonatoor; arrived 
at 5 p. m. much fatigued; previous to my leaving Quilon directed Keyes to survey the 
Curnagapilly district. 

2ml April.—Very weak, "bowels out of order, the day very warm. 
3rd April.—Bowels open, appetite good, still weak, the heat very oppressive. 

ith April.—This morning received a visit from one of the Bajahs of Cullecote 
who has for some years retired to this place; on an eminence of the west bank of the 
river he has built himself a comfortable house, surrounded by many domestics and 
some Bramins with whom he sits most part of the day expounding the Shasters ; 
scarcely ever quitting his residence. Coonatoor itself the capital of a district consists 
only of a few scattered houses and a pagoda, and spacious cuteherry; weather warm. 

5th April.—Still weak. 
6th April.—This - morning went to Poruvelly, took the station on the plain height 

south of the pagoda and then went on to Shastaneotay, a pagoda of note, the interior 
building covered in with plates of copper, and surrounded by a wall now falling fast 
to decay ; it is situated on an eminence, jutting into an arm of the backwater ; here it 
is always fresh and extremely deep, the country about it is wild, some teak grows here, 
but which Iras been planted ; a market is held on Friday which is much frequented 
even from Quilon ; the face of the country gone over this day is in general plain, some 
of the heights inclosed, and the cultivated valhes between them very spacious, the 
road from Poruvelly where a tannah guard is stationed to the above pagoda is good and 
partly covered yvith trees. The Kodakapooly or Garcinia Gambogia tree thrives, on 
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rain in the evening, despatched a peon to bring the Parputty who I was given to 
understand had secured the elephants. 

loth and IIth December 1818.—The remainder of my luggage came up about 
10 a.m. and a few merchants with provision for nine days to induce these people to 
accompany me up to the Chom-yinulLa hills, for which service I was to pay them 75 per 
cent, for such provisions supplied to my party. The peon directed on the morning of 
the 9th instant to go and bring the Parputty, had hid himself and did not proceed till 
the following morning, when he was overtaken by my servants, whom he thought 
proper to alarm hy telling them an elephant had taken post on the path they were 
to pass, and which he thought would be a good excuse for him for not going at the 
time when ordered on duty; again despatched another peon and sepoy for the Parputty, 
who they overtook on the way to Shunganacheixy, thougli he was expressly directed 
to join me whenever the duty I granted him leave for was accomplished; this man’s 
behaviour has caused me much uneasiness and great delay in my progress towards the 
hills. The weather warm, heavy rain in the evening. 

12th December.—The coolies being in readiness, as well as a few Ariamars 
(hill people) as guides and to clear the path, left Yerramooly at 9 a.m. ; proceeded 
through forest, crossed a large rivulet, then along the summit of a ridge, descended 
it into an open tract lately cleared for cultivation, the harvest had just been 
reaped ; ascended Gopara hill, a very lofty mountain and woody, to a few cocoanut and 
areka trees and the remains of an house destroyed by elephants, from thence descended 
to a deep woody valley, and by a gentle ascent reached the Punnykun of Gopera’s 
house (headman or a lord of hill people so called) where we halted, the baggage uot 
arriving till late at night, with a few things broke. Weather warm and fair; the 

18th December 1818.—Halted being indisposed, and my people much fatigued 
from the bad and uneven roads travelled yesterday. The weather cloudy, heavy 

llth December 1818.—Early this morning commenced descending through forest 
to a large rivulet, and the Arruday river, a rapid but shallow stream, then ascending, 
proceeding on the summit of a ridge, descended and orossed the Poodacherry and 
Punuuyaur rivulets, then by a steep ascent on the slope of a ridge to Curroomallay 
Tavalum, an'open spot with a tank and well, a few hill people reside near it on the slopes 
of the ridge ; the distance travelled nine miles two furlongs. Country woody, hilly 
uneven and very wild. Weather cloudy, at 2 p.M. heavy showers of rain. 

1 bth December.—This morning continued the measurement of the road to (Thorny - 
mallay on the north side of a slope of a high mountain, descending to the "Warretaur 
rivulet, then to Anuwullum, an opeu spot on tile right bank of the Pumbay river where 
the southern road joins and is two miles from Curroomallay, halted the baggage and 
went across the river, measured the road to the Vellapaeodetode, to which rivulet 
the measurement was extended from Heliacal, and then returned; weather morning 
fair, evening cloudy and heavy rain. 

16f/i December.—Early this morning proceeded easterly along the river, hut from 
the difficulty of the path penetrated about three furlongs and returned and measured 
the road to ChourymaUay, a distance of two miles six furlongs ; first part over level 
ground, then by a gentle ascent; descends to the Nonaganahur, on crossing it the road 
ascends abruptly the Neelymallay ridge, along which it runs winding, descends gently 
to the ChourymaUay pagoda, a distance of two miles six furlongs, the whole through 
wood, which around this pagoda is extremely wild and dose. ChourymaUay pagoda, 
famous in Hindoo history, is supposed to have been built about 4,000 years ago ; 
it stands on a mound of earth (the sides exterior run up with granite)—about 100 
feet square; the building is very small and covered with plates of copper ; it is much 
frequented by all classes of people, excepting women of that time of life who have 
intercourse with men are forbid the place—old women and girls are not debarred ; the 
grand festival commences about the 12th January, and lasts for five days, during 
which time the place can scarcely suffice, there being on an average on these occa¬ 
sions no less than from 10 to 15 thousand souls, most of whom during sickness, in 
cases of emergency or losses, make a vow to present the deity with some token in 
cases of rec. very, &c.; these emblems are [made] of gold, silver, and copper,— 
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a steep winding ascent; the road good.and paved to near the summit oi Yertoowuchan- 
kull,* then winding round plain tops on the summit, descended by a payed road to 
Erumbacbeddy Tayalum, a halting place and rivulet on the southern slope at 6 p.m. 
Weather oool and pleasant the whole day. 

10ih January 1819.—At 7 a.m. returned and ascended the hills to Yertoowuchar 
slope ; from thence along the southern ridge took stations on Perembyoota and. Chem- 
munny hills and tracing in the features of the oountry on either hand returned by 
Erumbaeheddy Tayalum ; descending on a good road, arrived at Permaudamim, 
a small but populous village on the hills with a pagoda on the south-east; the 
inhabitants' consist of the Lubbay cast -and a few Nayres who cultivate the slopes of 
the hills by clearing the wood yearly iu different parts; the weather pleasant the 

11$ January.—At 8 a.m, this morning haying procured a fresh supply of 
coolies, descended the pass, the road at first gently ascending and descending on slopes 
on the summit, then abruptly descends on the slope to the north-west to a stream 
flowing west which -is crossed; then ascended and descended another ridge gently to 
the Moondakayum river, here it is fed by different streams joining it; there is a 
ehowkey on its west bank where a few people are always stationed to prevent illicit 
trade; from the river, gently ascending and descending through small ophn wood, a valley 
in the right, much of the slopes on either side cultivated by the inhabitants of Yedda- 
coonum, the road very fair through wood, to a large stream called Puddupandaur ; on 
passing it, it is confined in many parts by black rocks, the ascents and descents being 
difficult to within a short distance of Canjarapally, where we arrived at 3 p.M.; the 
distance travelled 12 miles; the weather throughout warm. 

12 tk January 1819.—Halted, the party being much fatigued, and settling accounts 
■with the merchants for the provision supplied by them while on the hills ; the coolies' 
having received their batta for the day and a small present were directed to proceed 
to their respective villages. Weather throughout warm. 

13$ January.—Early this morning left Canjarapally and proceeded over a good' 
path ascending to Tumbalacaud; ascendeS Wunjymullay, took the angles on it and 
descended at 12 p.m ; went north through *wood, fell in with a good path iu an open 
valley, much of which appears to have been cultivated of late years, to Yellyeolnm a 
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along_ the river -which also forma the limit with TJmbalapolay as far as Vellianad, then 
along' a canal flowing easterly to Coniarangerry ; the country in general one wet fieM 
of cultivation, some parts.lying waste; proceeded to Shunganaeherry at 6 p.M.,.the 
day cloudy and some thunder. 

28th February.—Drawing the field sketch, &e., the evening cloudy. 

lsf March.—The day occupied in drawing up reports of last month’s progress 
and abstracts. * 

2nd March.—Drajdng_ the field sketch; in the evening proceeded on the southern 
road to ascertain the situation of a bridge, and the canal running below.it. Weather 
warm, cloudy at dusk. 

6 th March.—Early this morning, left Shunganaeherry and proceeded by water to 
Kedduiigarrah ; commenced to ascertain the features of the country, tracing the course 
of the Cavalum river to Vellianad, then through the above place, where there is 
a pagoda at the western extremity, by a channel to the north bank of the Punna 
river, opposite to the pagoda of Kamancurry, then along the northern bank of the 
above river; reached Poolincoon at 6 p.M.,*this is a very extensive village much 
scattered, with two respectable Rbman-Syrian churches, on the west side of the river 
about 500 yards from one another; many well-built houses line the river’s bank on the 
west and north, the river here taking a reiparkable winding from north-west to south ; 
it is the head of a sub-division pn the Umbalapolay district; the whole Country gone 
over this day is one sheet of wet cultivation, hut the land cultivated last year is now 
left waste and inundated ; the villages considerably scattered, forming several groves of 
cocoanut, under the shade of which the houses are built. The morning misty, the 
day throughout warm. 

6th March 1819.—This 'morning proceeded through a winding channel, groves of 
cocoanut. and houses on either side. ‘Entered the backwater which here forms a con¬ 
spicuous bay, in general about 6 or 8 feet deep ; coasted its west side up to the point 
where the Punnaur discharges itself into-it; went along the above river, between which 
and the backwater there is a considerable marsh in some parts covered with low 
brushwood and rushes; proceeded along the river, highly cultivated to its very banks, 
with groves of cocoanut and houses in them at intermediate distances ; 'on the north 
bank about 300 yards inland is a famous pagoda called Mungomboo, in the Chittabala 
village ; went along the river, some parts much widened forming small bays on either 
side being the encroachments of the river during the heavy rains; returned to Poolin¬ 
coon at 5 p.itr. The morning jnisty; then pleasantly warm with wind from the west. 

7th March—Sunday.—Early this morning rowed down to Alleppee and returned 
at 7 a.m. ; the whole face of the country in a high state of wet cultivation, the bank 
of the Munnyumbla river is lined with g'ood houses, some pagodas all under the groves 
of thick cocoanut. Weather warm, wind westerly. 

8 th March.— This morning proceeded through a*narrow channel, groves and houses 
very thick on the north bank but considerably scattered, proceeded along the east 
bank of the backwater to the mouth of the" Cavafum river, then on the north bank 
returned to Cavalum by a narrow channel, proceeded up the river, crossed to its south 
bank, then followed a" winding channel through the extensive soattered village of 
Cunnady and returned "to Poolincoon at 5 p.m. ; the.country gone over this day in a 
high state of cultivation up to the backwater which is kept out by embankments; in 
many parts it is very shall<f(p and high grass can be discerned growing a mile within 
it, to the "north of Cavalunj it has inundated within a few years a considerable tract 
of land once under cultivation. The weather very warm and westerly. . 

9th March* 1819.—At 8 a.m. left Poolincoon and proceeded southerly down the 
river, then by a winding channel to Ummuchiourry, a kotarum in the midst of a eon- . 
spicuous grove of large mango and other trees, much of the land about it lying waste; 
then along a channel running almost east intersected by others, in the midst of an 
extensive cultivated plain, no groves intervening till reaching the village of Cola- 
punnay, which though scattered is rather compact, with two pagodas and surrounded 
by broad channels; arrived at it at i-r.M. Weather warm, wind West. 

20 
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10 th March.—At 8 a.m. left Colapunnay, and proceeded by a ohannel to the 
eastward, groves and houses very thick on either side, to Metrekerry pagoda, an 
extensive building situated on a delightful spot at the meeting of two channels; from, 
thence proceeded north by a channel, then west, tracing in' the features of the lands of 
Vaype'rall and Munnaluddy; proceeded along the south bank of the river by Komen- 
onrray pagoda, then along it again, some parts much broken and the lands on either 
side inundated for a considerable space; proceeded to Mootar, a straggling village 
intersected by channels aftd a river which is very shallow ; the country around it in a 
high state of cultivation. Arrived at it at 5 p.m. The morning fair but warm, very 
cloudy at 2 o’clock with thunder'and lightening followed by at heavy shower of rain 
lasting till 6 p.m. . . 

11th March.—Left Mootar at. 8 a.m., ascertained the course of the channels to 
the north-west with the run of the river, then proceeded south-east along the river 
which is shallow and in many places embankments thrown across it, to keep up the 
waters for cultivation on either bank; it here also forms the limit with the Tiruvulla 
district; crossed it and followed a dry channel which is the limit common to the 
TTmbalapolay district, hut proceeding more westerly the channel becomes broad, and 
has a good depth of water ; the houses in groves oij either side are rather distant till 
approaching Metrekerry when they become closer and thicker; from thence returned 
by the above channel, proceeded through another running through'the western parts 
of the village of Mootar into the Punnaur, went down it to KeddangurraS and 
arrived at Shunganacherry at 5 p.m.; the country gone- over in a high state of cultiva¬ 
tion. 'Weather cool at 1 p.m. ; the clouds commenced gathering at 2 p.m. to rain with 
much thunder and lightening continuing till 8 p.m. 

12 th to the 20th March 1819.—Employed drawing the field sketch, and preparing 
to proceed towards Sharetulla. Owing to an insurrectioij.of the Syrians about the 6th 
instant, on the arrival of the Dewan who had come with powers to deprive them of 
their church, a detaohment of three companies of sepoys commanded by Captain 
Mallandine accompanied by the Acting Resident, arrived on. the morning of the 14th 
instant, and took possession of the church, in which a great number of the Syrians had 
retired with twenty priests; the latter were taken prisoners and marched to Quilon, 
and the church placed in charge of a company of sepoys under the command of a 
Subadar till further orders, the remaining detachment returned to Quilon. 

21si March.—This morning early proceeded to Eedduneoon, took the station on 
it the fifth time and returned at 6 p.m ; weather cloudy morning, then fair and warm. 

24th.—Early this morning proceeded through Tirtvulla, the capital of a district, 
consisting of a street of bazaars, famous for a Hindoo pagoda dedicated to Bhagavathy, 
the interior is superbly finished, the roof being of copper ornamented, it has a formi¬ 
dable wall about 200 yards square round it, in* front a tank with flight of steps descend¬ 
ing, to the south of it is the cuteherry and palace with an ootaparrah or palace where 
Bramins are fed; the annual expanse of« this pagoda is estimated as sixty-six thou¬ 
sand cullians, exclusive of 300, which is additionally spent during the festival which 
takes place in the beginning of March; here is also a Syrian church on the east, which 
some years ago immediately on its being finished, was burnt to the ground by the 
other east peopk; they have since raised it again, though still in an unfinished 
state, and at present Mass is performed in it to a large oongregation; proceeded 
through a country rich in the extreme, intersected by se.veral rivulets, over which 
bridges of wood are thrown, and across the Munymallajjriver is Kirnam, an exten¬ 
sive village scattered and overrun with topes of cocoanut and other trees; ifis famous 
for its Syrian church, one of the most ancient in Travhncore and may have been 
built about the year 528; it is very extensive but rudely built, to the west of it is 
a channel with a flight of steps leading down to it, and is navigable during the 
rains; it is a matter of surprise that this church is within a hundred yards of a 
famous Hindoo pagoda which is a more modern building, the tolling of the bell 
and the Hindoo music are very often heard together ; left the above place (which is 
inhabited by Syrians, Bramins, and Sayres, all of whom appear to live in great 
harmony with each other) and returned to Shunganacherry at 6 r.ir. Weather close 
and warm, evening cloudy. 
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13th April.—Early this morning left Vettakoil and traversed the country to the 
north-east; took up the survey in a mosque of the southern division of Toraoor 
and extended it to a small pagoda and tank, the former in ruins, and halted in the 
northern division of Toraoor at a house at the south extremity of an island 



at mguu 
28th April.—Early this morning measured the road from a chowkey at the north¬ 

east extremity of Yelloopinnay to the south, a pagoda with a mound of earth about 
it; then along a channel to the eastward being the communication between two 
backwaters, having paddy lands on either side with eoeoanut topes interspersed; then 
along the west side of tire backwater; returned to Yelloopinnay at 4 p.m.; weather 
warm throughout. 

29//i April.—Crossed the backwater to Amjelycaud, measured across the country 
to the high road and proceeded northerly; along it to the great backwater opposite 
TJrroor, from thence west to the Coomlunjy backwater; measured southerly along its 
eastern side over a narrow stripe, of paddy land ; in the interior axe the houses of 
the inhabitants with small slips of paddy fields interspersed among eoeoanut topes ; 
continued along it to Chanderoor, then north along the high road, took up the survey 
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of the southern limit of the Company’s lands -which is formed hy a channel emptying 
itself into another backwater and which forms the limit with Yyekum, proceeded 
southerly over extensive paddy lands along it, and then west again to the high road; 
the weather warm. 

3Oth April 1819.—Proceeded southerly along the high road, then struck oil to the 
east hy the pagoda of Chunderoor, crossed the backwater (very narrow) and made a 
circuit of tire islands of Oaltye and'VYulliatoort; returned to the pagoda and measured 
across the country to the western backwater, went along it northerly to Chunderoor; 
the country passed over this day very extensive paddy land and extensive groves of 
cocoanut, the houses being scattered among them ; the road, lined with trees, through 
heavy sand with low jungle in some parts along it; at 5 p.m. proceeded up the 
eastern backwater to Shareullay and arrived at 10 p.m. the tide being in our favor; 
weather warm. 

1st and 2nd May.—Preparing reports, &c., for transmission to Madras; weather 

3rd May.—Indisposed. 
4th Mar/.—Proceeded by water under Chengundy bridge to Tnnneermook point 

and Vamad, taking soundings in the way; weather warm, heavy rain at night. 
5 th May.—Early this morning having directed my baggage across the great 

backwater to Bherragurracauvu in the Shunganacherry district, proceeded to AHeppee 
for the day along the western edge, and arrived at it at 8 p.m. 

6th Matj.—In the afternoon left Alleppee and rowed down the channel and up 
the Pumhay river into the backwater, then easterly through it; arrived at Sherragur- 
racauvu at 8 p.m. ; the weather warm, cloudy at intervals; at night heavy rain and 
thunder. 

7th May.—Early this morning took the station at the palmyra tree, and pro¬ 
ceeded northerly through the backwater ; entered the Cadaaur, a small and deep river, 
went up it, winding extensive paddy land on either side; ascended Poncoon, a small 
gravelly hill rising from the above river, covered with low jungle and large trees, on 
the summit a pagoda; was prevented taking a station on it on account of the sur¬ 
rounding wood which shut up the view on all sides; descended and rowed up the 
river, then up a channel very winding into the river of Kotium, went up it to within 
a mile of the above place, entered a canal rather narrow and very winding but widen¬ 
ing, on proceeding westerly it is then again narrow and shallow, hut on approaching 
Coomurgum (where there is a small dismanlted fort and a large granary in it in 
good order) widens and about a mile to the west discharges itself into the backwater ; 
crossed it at a distance of four- miles to Yamaud—in eminent danger the wind being 
high and the swell very great—at 6 p.m. ; the country passed over this day in a high 
state of cultivation, the scenery in many parts very beautiful, about half way and 
near the canal to the north are some eminences of gravel covered with beautiful 
trees; and a pagoda on a flat with a road leading down to the oanal is very pic¬ 
turesque. The weather forenoon cool, then excessively warm ; at midnight a violent 
shower of ram accompanied with vivid lightening and heavy claps of thunder for 
about two hours almost incessantly. 

8th May.—Left Varnaud and proceeded by water to Yylar, took a few soundings 
and landed, made a circuit of the lands to the south as far as the pagoda, returned 
measuring the road, then along the west face of the backwater, ascertained the extent 
and situations of several islands dependent on the above village and halted at it for 
the night; weather excessively warm; country gone over well cultivated and populous, 
about the islands is much marshy land. 

9 fa May.—At 2 a.m. bright moon-light and the tide favorable left Yylar and 
rowed down the baokwater to Urroor fort taking soundings, the depth in no part 
exceeding ten feet, and is- in general narrow; in the broadest part it is scarce a mile 
over; from Urroor came down the great baekwater the tide driving at the rate of four 
miles’ an hour, and landed at Jews’ town Cochin at 7 a.m. ; the weather warm the 
whole day, though cloudy at intervals. 

3rd October.—Left Cochin at 10 p.m. and proceeded by water hy Verapolay 
against a strong stream up to the river to Alwye, the hank of the river is beautifully 
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variegated with trees. Coeoanut and soopary being scarce a few groups of soopary are 
conspicuous on approaching Alwye. At it are some temporary bungalows, to which 
the families from Cochin resort during the warm weather for the purpose of bathing ; 
the natives attribute many healing qualities to the water at this place, many of 
whom from different quarters resort to it on this account; the weather throughout 
fair and pleasant, a fine strong current of air coming up the river during the 
whole day. 

5th October.—At 2 p.ar. went down the north branch of the Peiyaar to Chainda- 
mangalum on the left bank of the river on an elevated site ; it is a largo hut irregular 
town inhabited by Christians and black Jews. A colony of the latter settled here 
some centuries ago—they have a synagogue; the former an extensive church, now 
in decay. From thence proceeded up the Shalacoody river and a fine stream ; halted 
at Cooteatode on the left bank at .the house of a wealthy Syrian Christian by 
name Cochymatoo, who .has a great claim on the Travancore Government; from 
thence up the river, winding with some islands, to Annanuada pagoda on the right hank ; 
arrived at 4 p.m. and halted for the night; the river through its course is about 200 
yards wide, parts of the bank bold, some parts laterite ; a few groves with houses at 
intervals on either side, otherwise plain with a few scattered trees and hushes; the 
day sultry from 2 p.m., previous, eool and pleasant. 

6th October, Wednesday.—At 5 a.m. proceeded up the river and against the 
stream, in some parts rapid, one general turn to Shalacoody, the capital of a district; 
arrived at it at 9 a.m. ; the |river in general about 200 yards wide, bank hold and well 
wooded; some coeoanut and soopary at intervals on the sides ; the northern line of 
Travancore is seen on either side of it on approaching Shalacoody, which is an 
extensive town with a Roman Syrian church; the bulk of the inhabitants are 
Syrians, a few tfayres who live in sequestered situations on the river’s side ; the country 
to the west of this place is plain and beautifully covered with groves at intervals, and 
some paddy cultivation in the low lands; the morning fair, the remainder of the day 
sultry ; cloudy with some rain at intervals. 

7th October, Thursday.—This day arranging with the Circar servants for 
making preparations for proceeding into the hills; had an interview with the hill 
people from whom very little information could he obtained connected with the hills to 
the eastward. 

8th October 1819.—At 8 a.m. left Shalacoody and traversed over a rich cultivated 
country for three miles, then through vallies of marsh originally wet fields; entered 
a forest and proceeded over rather even ground intersected by small mountain streams; 
descended to the Moopullytode, a broad stream, and halted at Poolieode Tavalum on 
the north bank where were a few huts occupied some months ago by the timber 
department, the distance travelled 11^ miles ; the day throughout fair; evening 
cloudy at intervals. 

9th October.—Left Poolieode Tavalum and ascended Tutchapully ridge; proceeded 
easterly along it and descended to the Poycode, then in a northerly direction 
through lofty forest, crossed several rapid mountain streams and ascended a slope of 
Poycaud hill, then along a lower ridge of Pandy ; descended to Molapauray rock at 
4 p.m. and halted at it for the night; the distance travelled eight miles, the latter part 
ascending and very difficult; the day throughout fair. 

10 th October—At 4 a.m. commenced to ascend Pandy peak* and reached the summit 
at 8 a.m.'; on the way overtaken in a heavy shower which caused an immense heavy fog ; 
halted on the summit till 1 p.m. but finding the fogs increase descended and reached 
the halting place at 4 p.m. ; weather below clear. 

11 th October.—At 8 a.m, commenced the ascent again to Pandy and reached the 
summit, at 10 p.m. ; the weather while ascending most favorable, hut about half an 
hour- after reaching the top the fogs and rain set in from the westward; to prevent 
any further delay or disappointment raised huts on a rock and remained to take ad ¬ 
vantage of any interval of fair weather, which did not occur till the 13th instant, 
which only continuing for an hour were disposed to remain the next day, when 
another fair hour occurred when a few angles were obtained; the provision 
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brought naming short, induced to proceed down to the halting place which we 
reached about 5 p.m. ; weather all the while favorable below. 

15fA October 1819.—Broke ground and retired by the road traversed on the 9th 
and reached Poolieode Tavalum where another supply awaited us, but not a sufficiency 
for the whole party; on our way observed the hill of Pandy quite .divested of fogs, a 
sight exceedingly annoying after all our labors in endeavouring to obtain a station, a 
thing so material for the survey; weather fair, a thin shower of rain at 12 p.m. 

16th October.—At 9 a.m. parted with Lieut. Comer who proceeded measuring 
the path to Shalaeoody; proceeded to measure the road towards Yurrundrapally, in 
general a good path over level ground and in the vicinity of the Moopolaytode 
(which was crossed on leaving the habitations of the hill people; in a wind of it; pro¬ 
ceeded on level ground, the above river near on the right; crossed a marsh and passed 
the river formed by the confluence of the above river with that of Paloopully at a 
ghaut called Caricolum ; then through open forest, crossed an extensive marsh to 
Vuin-undrapully, once a populous village, now much reduced from its being near the 
haunts of wild elephants who take every opportunity of committing depredations on the 
fields at it, which are very extensive; it lies in a hollow surrounded by high forest 
and is remarkable for the immense number of wild fowl that are to be seen in the 
fields both morning and evening; weather close, rain at 12 a.m. continuing only for an 
hour ; the only building of note at it is a cullavara or granary in which the timber 
department transact their business. 

17*4 October, Sunday.—Halted, the party being fatigued, and obtaining informa¬ 
tion and ordering supplies for future progress through the hills; the day favorable, 
cloudy towards the east. 

19*4 October.—Left Ynrrundrapully at 8 a.m. and proceeded measuring the path, 
a good one generally even through forest and hut a short distance on the right bank 
of the Palupolay river, to Mootalangaup, a distance of seven miles three furlongs—a 
small plain spot with some black rocks on the right bank of the above river where 
were a few decayed huts, it was once a timber station; ascended Curradanparay and 
proceeded along tbe ridge ascending, but finding no favorable opening to admit of a. 
station returned, and took one on a ledge of rock on tbe declivity just above the 
halting place and from whence is a tolorable view of the country, which is one mass 
of hill and forest; descended at 6 p.m. ; weather throughout fair. On the way this 
day visited the junctions of tha Palupolay rivers in this forest; at its confluence it is 
called Tonaycaud. 

20*5 October 1819.—Left Mootalangoup at 7 a.m. measuring the path through 
forest; crossed the Coteumbhum, Yerrackytode, Boratode and the Anaypaurae tode 
which discharge themselves into the Palupolay on the right as well as several other 
small rivulets; stopped at Poyumparay, a few huts the habitation of hill people who 
having had some intimation of our coming resorted to the hills; from thence ascended 
a l'idge and descended, very steep, to Anaypaurae Tavalum, once also a timber station 
in a great hollow; distance measured this day seven miles one furlong to the latter 
place through wood ; ground more uneven, the path crossing several ridges and some 
steep; the day fair, at night heavy rain accompanied with thunder and lightening 

21 st October.—Early this morning commenced the .measurement, ascending very 
steep and crossing the Anaypaurae tode several times to the summit of the Poolymalla 
Aivata pass * which is the defined limit of Malabar and Cochin; from thence ascended 
the steep ridge south-east of it to a plain summit with great difficulty; on reaching it, 
enveloped in fog, and seeing there was no possibility of clearing descended to the path, 
taking the measurement on across the Yellatode, which it often crosses, to the Tolopoy, 
then across the Cullanykerry river to a house, crossed it again and through forest; 
descended into the fields of the above name where there are a few houses and a 
granary; crossed the river again and along the fields of 'Wakkalypadum and Serraeoon; 
halted on a winding of the river near Corapad for the night; weather fair till 4 p.m., 
then slight showers of rain till 7 p.m. and again heavy rain at night. 

22nd October.—Early this morning commenced the measurement of the road to 
Wuddakanchairy, a straggling village in a good situation with a few bazaars.; the 

io3ituHoretoh* ? 
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direct road from Trichoor passes through, it towards Paulghaut and Coimbatoor; tho 
country gone over this day in a high state of cultivation, houses scattered on the sides 
of the vallies; the weather fair throughout. 

23rd October 1819.—The party being much fatigued from the labor and exposure 
from the late movements from Vaurandrapully halted; the weather gloomy but no rain. 

24iA October.—Early this morning proceeded on the western road through forest, 
crossed some large streams; ascended the Coodramcota pass and descended (both 
easily) to Puttieaud, a bazaar, a bouse of charity and a house built for the reception of 
travellers, situated between two low hills; here is also stationed a naigue’s guard from 
Trichoor; the cultivated vallies about it beautiful and extensive, surronnded with low 
hills covered with forest; elephants are here troublesome; from it proceeded through 
fields and then ascending a gentle ridge gained the summit of Moodulinullay; took a 
few angles on it, but the fogs preventing all possibility of seeing tbe high hills 
descended to the above place at 6 p.m.; from thence proceeded first through an 
extensive cultivated valley, then through forest; a good road through open country ; 
arrived at Trichoor at 9 a.m.; the weather pleasant but cloudy. 

2roth and 2Qth October.—Halted Having business of a private nature to transact; 
weather on the 25th fair, on the latter cloudy and raining in the morning, then fair. 

21th October.—Left Trichoor at 3 p.m. and arrived at Puttieaud at 6 p.m. to 
prepare to proceed up the hill early in hopes of a fair morning; the weather fair 
throughout. 

28i!A October.—At 4 a.m. being fair commenced the ascent to Moodulmullay; 
reached the summit at 7 p.m. when it commenced to ram accompanied with thick 
fog which continued till 10 a.h. ; it then began partially to clear away, but not able 
to obtain a sight of the high hills though waited for this express purpose till 2 p.m'. 
when the fogs began to thicken; descended by another path leading down the north¬ 
east brow of the hill to the Chittar, proceeded along its right bank to where the 
road crossed it from thence to Wnddakanehairy, reached it at 6 p.m. ; weather morning 

. rainy, thence excessively olose anl warm. 

29th October 1819.—Early this morning proceeded towards Alatoor, crossed the 
river, a deep hed and then by a good road, over a country highly and extensively 
cultivated, to Alatoor, a street of bazaars, the cuteherry for the district is held here ; 
went on a circuitous path through a fine tract and ascended ’Werrymulla, a single hill 
in the flat country ; the ascent steep, the natives hold a festival near the summit ou a 
rock where they deposit images of wood and earthenware in the name of Iyapen, 
a mountain deity; had a pretty favorable station on it, but as usual deprived of seeing 
some of the higher hills on account of the fog; from the rock on its summit there is a 
beautiful scenery of the cultivated country around it and is from the number of 
habitations on the borders highly cultivated; the weather excessively warm through¬ 
out, slight rain at 3 p.m. 

99th October.—Left Alatoor at 3 p.m. and returned to Wuddakanchairy by the 
above mentioned route, arrived at it at 6 p.m. ; the weather fair, at 6 p.m. a heavy 
storm of rain accompanied with thunder and lightening. 

31sf October.—Halted and calculated a few triangles; weather fair. 

1st November.—Left Wuddakanohairy at 4 A.nr. on private business, halted at 
Puttieaud and proceeded in the evening to Trichoor, the road to Puttieaud hilly and 
woody; from thence across a beautiful valley of paddy surrounded, by hills; then 
through a wood over a gentle rise for a short distance; then over a beautiful open 
country with vallies of wet cultivation to Trichoor, halted at it till the 3rd; the 
weather during this time fair, hut the hills were all the time enveloped in fog. 

4th November.—Left Trichoor at 8 a.m. proceeded through a part of the town and 
then over flue open heights to Aranad, a Syrian village of some note with a Christian 
church; proceeded by water; halted a few minutes at Mr. Tait’s bungalow at Cran- 
ganore and proceeded to Cochin; arrived at the landing place at 11 p.m. ; weather 
throughout fair. 

6th November.—Warm and sultry. 



COCHIN. 

§th November.—Blowing weather and some rain; had an interview with Major 
Stewart the Assistant Resident. 

7 th November 1819.—Blomng weather with frequent showers of rain; left Cochin 
at 4 p.m. and proceeded by the backwater ; rain all night and next morning; arrived 
at Aranad at 8 p.m. and proceeded to Trichoor; heavy rain all day and night. 

9 th November.—Continued heavy rain; a few fair intervals. 
10 th November.—Rain all the morning; left Trichoor at 12 p.w. and proceeded to 

Wuddakuncherry,* a distance of about 12 miles on the northern road, a very good 
one lined with an avenue of trees; crossed several extensive cultivated Tallies on some 
populous villages, the latter part of the road intersected hy ridges of low hills, but the 
land between cultivated. Wuddakuncherry is remarkable for a few good buildings at 
it and a new bridge now constructing across a large stream; a fine cultivated 
valley to the north mostly hemmed in hy low hills, the situation pleasant; weather 
throughout cloudy but no heavy rain. 

11 th November.—At 7 p.m. proceeded by a very circuitous route, lying in general 
to the north of an extensive cultivated valley, and ascended Mutchal bill by a very 
good road; took the station the day being very favorable and descended at 3 p.m. 
and returned to Wuddakunchsny at 5 p.m. . The above bill is very extensive, occupy¬ 
ing a large extent with several ridges branching off it, the whole covered with wood 
with some teak but small; weather clear and cool, morning a heavy fog. 

12th November_At 8 Adi. left Wuddakuncherry; crossed the hills to a small 
cluster of houses called Mooloor, then passed Chaylayekurray, the capital of a district in 
Cochin, extensive cultivation about it, and is remarkable for an elegant palace; 
previous to coming to it crossed a large rivulet over, on an elegant finished bridge; 
then proceeded to Pyanoor, remarkable for an extensive pagoda and tank, a small 
palace ; it is populous and a great number of Bramins reside here; the distance 
travelled about 12 miles) the road in general godd and mostly lined with trees ; 
between the two latter places it is somewhat difficult from its being hilly and woody, 
and the number of ascents and descents occasioned hy the numerous small glens of 
paddy cultivation intervening at short distances ; weather fair throughout. 

13th November 1819.—At 8 a.m. left Pyanoor and proceeded by a good road 
lined with an avenue; crossed the Ifullanakerry, a deep and rapid river, crossed several 
glens of cultivation, the road good lined with trees, gradually ascending to Tirivulla 
pagoda on a low ridge—-a place of great sanctity and populous, chiefly consisting of 
Bramins and a few Nayres; ascended Vilwaudrymallay south-east of it, but the wood 
not being cleared on it descended to the Ponany river, being the principal branch of 
the Ponany; crossed it in a boat and then by a path to the bungalow at Lukkaddy on 
the high road, through a fine open cultivated country; from thence proceeded north 
to Yeddamullay rock in the Munnoor Dasum, took the station on it and descended; 
the inhabitants here very uncivil; returned to Tirivulla at 7 p.m. ; weather throughout 
warm and sultry; the morning excessively foggy till 8 a.m. 

lith November.—At 7 a.m. ascended Billwa mallay and remained on it till 12 p.m., 
hut the wood not being quite cleared was induced to retire having obtained a few 
angles of those hills in view; returned by the above road to Pyanoor; and from thence 
to Allatoor, at first by a path and through indifferent country to the Kullanykerry 
river; on crossing it, the road is good and lined with trees, leading through a rich 
cultivated country studded with villages to Allatoor, the capital of the Ten mallay 
poor district, arrived at it at 6 p.m. ; the day throughout warm and sultry; morning 
foggy till 8 a.m. 

l&th November.—Early this morning proceeded to and ascended Weerymullay, a 
single elevated hill on the flat country; obtained an elegant observation and descended 
at 11 a.m. ; the weather this day warm and sultry; morning foggy till 7 a.m. 

16th November.—At 8 a.m. left Allatoor, and proceeded hy a good road leading 
to the north and east; crossed the Nemary river from whence the road towards 
Paulghaut goes off north; from thence proceeded over extensive fields through 
Koonichairy, an extensive and populous village in Malabar, then through fields again; 
passed the above river, which here forms the boundary of Cochin and Malabar; then 
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over a waring country intersected by narrow rallies of wet cultivation to Nemary, a 
populous village with a palace and pagoda and the capital of a sub-division insulated 
by Malabar, only a few miles north of the great range of mountains; arrived at it 
at 1 p.m. ; weather close and sultry ; morning fair. 

17$ November 1819.—Calculating triangles, allotting and pointing out to the 
Assistants" the portion and what is required to be done by each dining the next 
month; weather close and sultry, morning fair. 

18$ November.—Early this morning left Uemary and proceeded to Pallacherry, 
a populous village; ascended Waumullay, a black rock in its neighbourhood, took the 
station on it and descended at 3 p.m.; proceeded by a good road through Tuttamunga- 
lum, an extensive rather mercantile village, to a bungalow on the west bank of the 
Chittoor river; the distance travelled this day about 12 miles, the country rather 
undulating, very populous and in a high state of cultivation, both wet and dry; the 
palmyra thrives in great quantities, and are to be seen thickly studded together in the 
paddy fields; toddy is extracted from the plant, of which the lower classes seem to take 
to excess; weather warm, a little wind at intervals from the west. 

19 fh November.—At 8 a.m. proceeded on a good road, .first part through lands 
highly cultivated, then through a forest abounding with small teak, to Curdypauray, 
a small eminence in the forest; from thence again north through forest, passed several 
cleared spots for cultivation and one or two pens for cattle in the vicinity of the 
foresters’ huts, fell in with the Chittoor road, went easterly and ascended Coonandooree- 
pauray, an isolated rook on the west of the road in the centre of an extensive forest, 
took the station on it, and descended at 3 P.M., returned by a good road and through 
forest, passed some habitations and paddy cultivation and then by a good road lined 
with an avenue to Chittoor, an extensive though not regular town and is the capital of 
the district of the same name, dependent on Cochin but insulated by Malabar and 
Coimbatoor; all the country about it is in a high state of cultivation and populous; 
one of the main roads from Coimbatoor to the west passes through it; a set of weavers 
have settled here who weave napkins, table-cloths, and other cloth for the wear 
of the inhabitants ; weather throughout warm, rain and thunder at night. 

20$ and 21st March 1819.—Halted and calculated the triangles to serve as a 
basis for the surveys of Cochin and Malabar. 

22nd November.—Calculating triangles and laying down points on the plain tables 
to aid in the survey of Chittoor and Malabar; at 1 p.m. left Tuttamangalum, proceeded 
through the southern parts of it, houses in compounds, with roads between many of 
the houses, substantial buildings belonging to wealthy individuals, the population is 
great; from thence proceeded by a good road over a very rich country, cultivation 
both wet and dry extensive, population great all the way to Colungode, the capital of 
the sub-division in the Paulghaut tallook, one of the largest towns, part only regular and 
the population excessively great, of all casts; the Bramins have extensive Agarums, 
not less than three within the extent of the town, which extends upwards of a mile 
from east to west; north and south it is confined, on one side by paddy cultivation, the 
other by the river, it is a place of great trade ; cloth is weaved here and a bullock road 
goes through it to the eastward from the coast; the weather cloudy, heavy rain at 
night with thunder and lightening. 

23rd November.—This morning proceeded to the westward to ascertain the situation 
of the villages, and the limit; returned at 7 p.m. ; the country gone over this day in 
general fiat, highly cultivated, palmyra trees spreading themselves over, vast sheets of 
cultivation, villages populous hut much scattered with the exception of Punnyeautoor 
and Pyaloor; two Agarums for Bramins with a regular street of well built houses, 
and the Hayre houses near them but much scattered; the weather warm throughout. 

'24th November.—At 8 a.m. proceeded to lay in the detail within the tract gone 
pver yesterday; the country and features being difficult to trace without literally going 
over the whole, returned by Aulumpalum, an extensive Agarum of Bramins, with 
substantial houses forming broad streets on the north bank of the river ; crossed it and 
passed through Poodoogramum, another Agarum but a little inferior to the former, 
having a pagoda at the north extremity of the street, immediately in a winding of the 
river; the weather warn and sultry, morning cloudy. 







16th December.—Early this morning ascended Pootoomalla, a conspicuous Mil 
with two plain round tops; took stations on them to trace the features of the moun¬ 
tains and the streams winding at their bottoms, and descended with difficulty along 
steep ridges through forests to Purraoull, a rook on the road, frequented by the hill 
people, when they go down the low country singly without anything heavy to carry; 
then over flat ground, crossed the Teak stream three times, and fell in with the road 
come up on the 4th instant; crossed the above stream again twice; and arrived at the 
Cawderpuddy which we quitted on the 5th instant; wMle on Pootoomullay, on wMch 
an elephant crossed us, we saw all calm and serene on Coomlancody peak, scaroe a 
leaf left stirring, the weather again so mild. Thermometer 70, 82 and 66. 

17th December.—Early tMs morning proceeded by a path to the south-west to 
ascertain the windings of the Teak tode and other large streams which discharge 
themselves in it, and returned at 6 p.m. ; the country gone over this day in general 
flat, with the exception of a narrow ridge; the whole covered with timber and 
bamboo; weather warm midday; morning and night cool. Thermometer 66. 

18th December 1819.—At 8 a.m. left Cawderpuddy and proceeded south-west; 
crossed the Teak tode and ascended a ridge of the Coodah mountain, descended it by 
a lower ridge through high forest, crossed the Perrin tode; then over a flat on the 
north bank of the Polalear or Punyaur; crossed and ascended a ridge, proceeded along 
it, ascending and descending at intervals with much difficulty, and at 4 p.m. reached the 
summit of Vengolymullay; had a favorable observation on it; and descended very 
steeply to Covalan Tevalum or tode, a small stream at the foot of the hills surrounded 
with luxuriant forest; the weather warm throughout hut cool at night. 

19th December.—Early this morning left Covalan tode and measured the path 
ascending to the gap in the hills called the Anagoondy pass; from thence measured the 
bnllocle road to the southward to Anamallaychairy, the Residence of the hill renter and 
some of Ms people, a distance of four miles, generally descending, with a few ascents, 
the whole through forest; the huts are built on the north bank of the Vataycoly tode, 
a large stream which has its source on the Perringoondoo mountain; returned by the 
same route to the pass; took the station on TJmagoondy rock and descended measuring 
the path to the Toombacadvoo waterfall and halting place for cattle; it is the principal 
branch of the Porayar tode, several large streams above and below the fall meet it from 
the hills forming the valley on the north and south; the stream winds above and 
below the fall; the cataract may be reckoned about 100 feet but not perpendicular, 
broken by rocks at intervals over which it precipitates; an elephant on the south slope 
of the pass was seen this day, but as soon as he observed the party he retreated to 
the forest; the weather throughout warm, night cool; and scarce any provision for the 
followers. 

20$ December 1819.—Early tMs morning commenced the measurement of the 
road, ascending first over slopes, then descended the Tollaia pass and waterfall, a halting 
place half way up the hills to the flat country; proceeded over a flat surface through 
a few low woods, and crossed two large streams, to Caraputty, a pasture for cattle, a 
beautiful open plain, where some cowherds reside all the year; cattle from different 
parts of the interior are drawn to it during the hot months for pasture. The measured 

.. the Vellara Ml to Caraputty pasture, a good road ... 
i. Oaraputty to Anamallay hill, a good road, estimated 

The whole 
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These mountains traversed since the 4th of the month are wild in the extreme, 
scarcely admitting of any plain, hnt on the summits of the hills, about the puddy and 
on the vallies, there is some rather flat land, hut the whole is covered with forest and 
long grass; the timber trees are excessively large and of a superior quality; no part 
I ever visited, contains more teak than these forests, and of immense girth; some trees 
measured from 20 to 28 feet in girth; but those of 5 and 6 feet in diameter are 
common in all parts; the whole of this tract is interested by numerous mountain 
streams which form the sources of the Codacherry river; the produce of the hills consists 
only of turmeric, ginger, some cardamom and bees’ wax and honey; the Cawders never 
cultivate any grain, but depend solely on their employers for support and olothing, 
which in short is only paying them for collecting the produce of the hills; the road up 
it from Colungode is a very good one though circuitous; there is a nearer path hut' of 
general ascent and difficulty; the former 

From Colungode to Anamahiea is measured . 
Do. Anamahree to Poliandony tank . 
Do. Poliandong tank to Olaganur junction . 
Do. Olaganur to Chumnampuddy . 
Do. Chumnampuddy to Yalyparae . 
Do. Yalyparae to the summit of the pass . 
Do. the pass to the Puddy, crossing the Teak tode thrice 

Total ... 26 5 70 

The near path is not known to the lowlanders; indeed the difficult ascent 
being very great, is sufficient to dissuade them from attempting it, or anything of a 
difficult nature. 

21st December 1819.—Not being able to procure a guide proceeded by cross roads 
through the forest a distance of 9 miles to Churn rm.mpuddy, the ground in general 
quite flat, and the hollows closely woodedin the afternoon proceeded west, took a 
station on a rock near Moondum puddy and returned at 6 p.h. ; weather warm 
throughout; morning cool. 

22m(£ December.—At 8 a.m. left Chumnumpuddy, proceeded to Meengairyputty 
and continued the measurement of the road towards Colungode to where it meets the 
high road to Anamahree, a distance of 3 miles 2 furlongs; the road in general passes 
on a level ridge, some black rooks at intervals, and crosses the Olaga tode twice, a large 
stream from the southern mountains; in the evening proceeded to Vitaleyparae, a 
spacious flat roek in the midst of forest, took a station on it and returned tracing in 
the features of the country to Anamahree, a large and populous village and on a 
timber station; the Conservator of Malabar having a convenient bungalow here for 
the use of the assistant; Anamahree is pleasantly situated in a winding of the river 
and the high road from Colungode’ to Anamahree passes through it; the weather 
throughout warm; morning cool. 

23rtf December.—This morning proceeded to> explore the country and cultivated 
vallies dependent on Cadancoorohy and belonging to the Venganad Eajah; on the 
borders of these vallies are some granaries, and the houses, but few, of the lower 
classes who keep watch over the fields ; the rising land is covered with a young and 
thriving forest of teak; visited Pernacadohairy at the confluence of two hill streams 
once inhabited, with some uncultivated land, a few soopary and cocoanut trees and those 
mostly destroyed by elephants ; returned to Anamaree at 4 p.m. ; weather warm. 

24ih December.—This morning proceeded north to Poodocolum, a tank on the road 
from Colungode; measured east along it in general through forest and uneven ground 
crossing some large nullahs to Nellymut ehutram (this road forms the boundary 
between Cochin and Malabar); from the above plaoe measured the road still through 
forest by Pantacolum to Nanny code Tavalnm, a plain spot and pagoda and is an 
halting plaoe for travellers; it becoming late proceeded on to Tattamungalum by 
Bandy Tavalum and arrived at 7 p.m. ; weather warm. 

From the 25 th to the 29th December 1819.—Employed within doors drawing the 
surveys executed since the beginning of the month; weather strong westerly winds; 
cloudy at intervals. 
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large; on coming to Munnacurray, the country assumes a different feature, swelling 
and plain, the cultivation confined to narrow vallies, and the houses of the inhabitants 
in small groups at alternate distances, the country in the vicinity of. Yeddamella is 
overrun with large topes of palmyra, from which the Teers extract toddy and manu- 

jaggery from it; the weather fair but excessively warm ; the road measured 

17f/i February.—Left Lukkady at daylight and proceeded across a fine country 
in a good road lined with trees to Vaniancolam, a distance of nine miles; a street of 
bazaars at the foot of a small hill on the north and rich valley of paddy cultivation to 
the south, a bungalow for the accommodation of travellers on an -elevated spot on the 
right; weather morning mild and pleasant, the day excessively warm. 

18th February.—At daylight left Vaniancolam and proceeded by a good road, in 
general lined with an avenue, crossing two large rivulets; a bridge (modem) thrown 
across one of them of a great elevation; proceeded through an opening in the ridge of 
plain hills through the scattered village of Ongaloor with some ruined edifices to 
Puttamby bungalow, on the left of the road and on the slope of a low hill, from the 
top of which is an elegant prospect; some parts of the country gone past this day 
uneven, the road ragged for short distances, especially about the above remarked 
rivulets, and steep, rendering the passage for wheel carts difficult; the distance tra¬ 
velled this day 10 miles 5 furlongs 150 yards. 

20</i February 1820.—At daylight left Puttamby and proceeded to Tirtulla, a 
distance of four miles; the Ponany for some distance to the left, and crossed it when 
approaching the above place, over a heavy sandy bed 2} furlongs wide, then on the 
left hank; the country covered with extensive cultivation, the population great but 
some distance offi the road in groves—alternately some pagodas to be seen. Tirtulla 
appears to lave been a place of some note; at it is a pagoda surrounded by a strong 
square wall, a few bazaars for the accommodation of travellers, the bungalows for their 
reception being burnt down; passed over an extensive cultivated plain; crossed a larg 
rivulet over a bridge to the slope from Koranad hill; from thence the country becomes 
uneven with low ridges of plain hills, the villages and cultivation confined to narrow 
vallies between them, the road also in many parts very indifferent, to Sheveram 7f 
miles from Tirtulla; at this place had the pleasure of a meeting with Lieut. Conner 
conducting the survey of the tracts in this neighbourhood; the weather throughout 
excessively warm. 

21 st February.—Early this morning proceeded with Lieut. Conner to Caccad, a 
distance of ten miles, by a path over a beautiful open country, but uneven, the vallies 
iu the bottoms, lined with groves and houses, in some parts are strongly marked as if 
cut from the heights between them. Caccad is a town of Cochin on an elevated spot 
and extensive, with narrow streets at right angles to each other, the inhabitants being 
mostly Syrians who have two extensive churches in the town; the fort to the north¬ 
east is on an elevated spot of a square shape, somewhat dilapidated, near and to the west 
of it is the tallook eutcherry and pagoda, divided from the town Toy a broad cultivated- 
valley, to the south is a bungalow also on elevated ground for the accommodation of 
travellers on the high road from Paulghaut to Cochin. The surrounding country about 
it is highly picturesque, and the cultivated vallies strongly marked; weather warm. 

22nd February.—Halted finishing the drawings of the surveys in the neighbour¬ 
hood of Paulghaut; weather warm. 

23rd February 1820—Early this morning left Caccad and proceeded on the high 
western road, lined with a beautiful avenue of jack trees, went across the country, 
ascended Ponmally and took a station on it, the country about it low plain hills with 
laterite ramparts running parallel to each other, the vallies between them strongly 
marked; from thence proceeded to Cachery Tannah, crossed the Wuddakuncheny river 
over a substantial wooden bridge, left the old fort of Moondoor on the left and the 
slope of Vellunga on the right, descended and crossed a very extensive flat, cultivated 
during the periodical rains, to Triohoor, the capital of the country, a distance of 15 
miles; Trichoor is famous for its pagoda, a college, and palace of the rajahs, an exten¬ 
sive building, partaking of both Hindoo and European architecture, in Idle smaller fort 
on the north wall, which includes a tract of about 12 square miles, forming nearly a 
square, but in many parts left unfinished; the large pagoda of Wnddacad, famous for its 
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antiquity, is situated on elevated ground, surrounded by a strong rough wall of granite; 
adjoining to it is the college, an insignificant building; the most regular part of the 
town is in the south-east quarter, near a modern Eoman Syrian church, forming 
streets; the bazaar occupied chiefly by Christians of the Homan Catholic faith, and 
near it a fdw buildings appropriated tor a barrack for the detachment in command, 
and the house of the late Dewan allotted as a quarter for the officer in command; the 
houses though scattered all over within the wall indicate a very large population, 
consistiug of Bramins of various sects, Nayres, Chctties and Christians; the country 
about it is open, cultivation to the north and west extensive, and some oven within 
the walls, the roads crossing each other in various directions excellent and mostly 
lined with the cashoo and jack; of the latter invaluable tree many beautiful groves 
have been planted some years ago—now most luxuriant, affording a rich repast to the 
natives, and a certain shade to the weary traveller and cattle. 

(Signed) B. S. WABD, Lieut., 
Assistant, Surveyor-GeneraVs OJJiec. 
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p5 Days in Madura-Trimulnaick's Palace 
pi 6 Agusthwer District-Richest Part in South Travancore 
p21 Anjengo 
p31 Cowlaypaurae Hill Which Give Extensive View of Periar River 
p46 Kotium a Town of Some Note 
p48 Pundalum-Palace of Pandalum Rajah 
p54 Coyancolum(Kayamkulam)a Mercantile Town Generally Called Cally Quilon 
p56 Pumbayaur(Pambayoor)Where three Accomplices of Vaily Tumbi(Velu 
ThambijDewan was Hanged 
p62 Nellakull Where Small Pagoda Dedicated to Vistnoo(Vishnu) 
p67 Paupencotay a Conspicuous Hill of Black Granite 
p70 Chourymulla Pagoda-Famous in Hindu History 
p79 Tunnermookum, a Cape on Headland and a Famous Pagoda of Shevan(Sivan) 
p82 Muttenchairy and the Jews Town 
p85 Poolymalla Aivatapass Defined Limit of Malabar and Cochin 
p97 Trichoor is Famous for Pagoda, Palaces of Rajahs etc 


